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CHAPTER 1:  CHEZ CHAS  

 As I’d learned to do long before on the country road home from high school, in late May, 

1972 I brazenly hitched a ride from New Orleans to Washington DC. Happily, it wasn’t some 

stranger bravely picking up a long-haired freak by the side of the road, but my dear old friend 

Lee who took me and my minimal stuff along in his U-Haul moving van—with his Siamese cat 

named Pucket. Riding across the bridge to Slidell, we both cheered heartily that we were getting 

out of town right before hurricane season which would start on June 1. 

 Though I was usually allergic to cats, particularly to Siamese—asthma and itch—I didn’t 

react at all to Pucket who lay dozing calmly in her cage. The cat didn’t faze me, I suspect now, 

because I’d shucked off my old academic identity, shedding it like a snake’s skin, and felt like a 

whole new person somehow. A new-fledged gay guy with a bright new world ahead of me.  

 We weren’t even out of Mississippi when Lee let me know that he too felt himself a new 

person and told me to call him Chas from now on. Lee had just been his middle name, and he 

didn’t want to be as formal as his first name Charles. Inspired, I decided henceforth to be a 

formal Richard and retire my youthful nicknames Rick, Richie and Rich. Being Richard (or 

Richard the One-th as opposed to friend Richard the Twooth in Seattle*), sounded a lot more 

professional, and I aimed to find me some great professional job in our nation’s capital. 

 Chas on the other hand was moving to DC to pursue his art. Long as I’d known him, 

which was then an astounding, and now seems a rather piddling, ten years, Chas had been a 

theatrical artiste, dabbling in dance and acting, but mostly composing. While we debauched at 

the Gin Mill**, Chas composed “Carol of the Angels” (1962), and a ballet score “Collé” (1964), 

both of which were performed while he was in school at LSU in Baton Rouge.  

 While I was far away in the later 60s being married and then a hippie poet-professor in 

Milwaukee, Chas kept busy at his art doing mostly scores for local theater productions and 

musicals at Quarter bars or artsy churches. To make a living, he worked many years in a 

bookstore and then an art gallery in the Quarter. That all changed in the spring of 1972 (while I 

was slaving over dissertation in Ann Arbor), when his contacts in DC suddenly panned out with 

a commission for a mass for the first Sunday of Advent at Christ Church on Capitol Hill.  

 Hard on the heels of that, at the request of his friend Ginger in DC, he was invited to 

write a score for a play at another church to be performed that very April just now past. This 

raises one of those thorny mysteries in writing a memoir. Chas wrote me several letters in Ann 

Arbor, and in later April he intimated that I’d come to DC to see the play, mentioning a double-

breasted brown jacket I’d left at Ginger’s house. Yet I haven’t a wisp of a memory of that jacket, 

seeing a play, meeting Ginger, or of being in DC since my research trip there in 1969.  

 So Chas was moving to DC with high hopes, an apartment lined up, and vague promises 

of some work to support his composing, not very lucrative in any case. When I first asked to 

come along, he welcomed me to be his indefinite houseguest as well. After spending so much 

time with my mother and con-man stepfather Bill (see my second memoir LORD WIND for the 

gory details), Chas figured we were now cousins—and called us such ever after. I was also 

moving to DC with high hopes, and having a place to stay would be more than half the battle. 

 We drove by Florida to see my dear ex-wife Barbara in Gainesville —I preferred calling 

her my first wife—and daughters Jake and Aimée. They were thrilled about my sudden move 

and sure I’d quickly find some fantastic job. Optimism was the operative word. 

# 
 

* Richard the Twooth was a good friend in my first memoir THERE WAS A SHIP. 

** The Gin Mill was a Greek sailor bar featured in my novel DIVINE DEBAUCH. 
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Chas and Richard at Ginger’s, 1972 

 

 I’m willing to bet the farm that this snapshot of Chas and me at Ginger’s was taken at the 

end of May, 1972, soon after we got to DC—and not on some mysterious trip in April. My one 

misgiving about this bet is that sweater I was wearing. Late May in DC is in no way sweater 

weather, but late April could easily be. Let’s agree to ignore the mystery. 

 Judging by our unshaven mugs, I’d venture this might even be right after we got to town. 

Chas looks typically bright and personable, and his thick dark hair is a shock in comparison to 

the thin grey hair I recall through several decades after this. Curiously, my own coiffure here 

looks much like today’s in our pandemic lockdown—five months now without a barber—except 

for that highlight from the flashbulb. Still no grey to speak of.  

 Besides being bright and personable, Chas had always been theatrical. Apart from in this 

picture, his posture was always impeccable and graceful—which suggests to me that here he’s 

worn out from driving. One might say he was regal; others might say queenly, but fuck ‘em. 

While often good friends with nelly types, personally I wasn’t attracted to femme mannerisms. 

His dramatic gestures and almost (but not quite), prissy enunciation simply made Chas endearing 

to me, my sophisticated composer friend.  

 In our friendship we asked nothing of each other and gratefully accepted whatever the 

other cared to give. I’ve mentioned in another context how it was a shame Chas and I weren’t 

lovers. We’d gotten everything right except the sex, but in our first meeting in the Gin Mill in 

1962 we already saw that wasn’t in the cards. Besides, as you may recall, I had serious trouble 

with the concept of connubial commitment. By nature being lovers was a temporary condition, 

but becoming brothers (like with Ken*) or cousins (like with Chas) was a permanent connection. 

 We emptied what we could out of the U-Haul into the basement apartment at 216 6th 

Street NE, and Chas’s sparse furniture gave the empty rooms a half-way lived-in feeling. To 

move in the grand piano, Ginger had arranged two strong black guys who weren’t pleased about 

having to take it down the narrow steps. To ease their aggravation, I pointed out that going down 

steps was much better than going up, but I doubt my positive attitude helped very much. 

 Chas had brought his one twin bed, so the only place for me to sleep was on the living 

room floor beside the piano. After two days on the road, I was ready to sleep on a bed of nails. 

# 

 
* Ken was one of my lovers in my second memoir LORD WIND. 
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 On our first day in DC I persuaded Chas to take a long walk with me, the best thing to do 

after two days of sitting in that moving van, and I led him down my personal memory lane. We 

set off up Pennsylvania Avenue, and I was saddened to see that Lou’s Hideaway (my dance 

place on that earlier research trip) truly was no longer hidden away in that basement across from 

the FBI building. I’d noticed that it wasn’t among the gay bars on the list dear Ken had given us, 

but had hoped… Gone after only three years. 

 Anyway, we hiked up the Avenue past the statues I also recalled so well, like congenial 

grandfatherly Ben Franklin (all long since removed), and the impressive Old Post Office. The 

Treasury was okay but not one of my favorites. Past the White House, where Chas made a 

derogatory remark about Mr. Nixon, and on between two of my most favorites:  the spectacular 

Executive Office Building and Renwick Gallery just across the Avenue from each other. 

 Being in the neighborhood, I walked Chas past the Everett Hotel and pointed way up its 

façade to the window of Room 609, informing him of its history. I casually remarked that up 

there I’d once been in heaven. (Not long after, the “affordable” hotel was torn down.) On our 

stroll down to the Ellipse, I told him about that first Steve* and my anguish when he was gone 

like a dream drifting into dawn—right here where we were standing on the vast lawn.  

 Chas asked if I’d come to DC now to look for that Steve, and I said no—such bliss is 

unrepeatable. In fact, I’d come to DC to dance on the Ellipse. And that’s what I did, my 

demented Isadora dance, across the manicured green grass. My new cousin quickly joined me for 

a pas de deux in the sunshine and a frolic-chase around its curving perimeter. (It pains me sorely 

that now they’ve closed off the Ellipse with a high barred fence.)  

 We crossed the Mall to the Washington Monument where I hugged its corner for long 

moments of reminiscing. When I explained the monument’s phallic metaphor in my myth of 

Steve, Chas observed that it was indeed the Penis of the United States. (Let me note that the 

POTUS in the White House nowadays might also be interpreted thus.) Tramping off up the Mall 

toward the Smithsonian Castle, I put my mythical Steve gently away in my box of memories—

where he’s lain now these fifty years gathering dust—and radiating magical love.  

 The afternoon was getting on as we headed up the Mall toward the Capitol and detoured 

into the nearby Southeast quadrant looking for the bar noted on Ken’s list as the newest, biggest, 

and hottest place in town. After all, it was high time for a cocktail after our long hike. Called the 

Lost & Found, the bar was cavernously huge with an enormous dance floor out in the middle, 

and the early happy-hour crowd was scattered sociably around its vast edges.  

 Ken had said it was a “super-bar,” and he sure got that right. The entirety of little Lou’s 

Hideaway would have fit in one corner of the dance floor. I got all stoked up for a bright future 

of dance extravaganzas, but after a single gin and tonic I let Chas drag me home. At least I knew 

now where I’d be carousing come next weekend. Back at 6th Street, Chas said he had to stock up 

the kitchen and get something for our dinner, and he set off in search of a grocery store.  

 I was too excited to just sit around the sparse apartment and continued my sightseeing 

walk along the fascinating Capitol Hill streets. Many of the little Victorian row houses (built as 

working class homes some 80 years before), were in pretty rough shape, often vacant, which I 

thought odd for being so close to the seat of our government. But I loved the historic smell of the 

places and their charming architectural decorations. By the time I got back to Chas’s place, I 

wanted nothing more than to make my own home in one of those sweet little houses. The new 

context of Washington DC was already sucking me in. 

# 

 
* Both this first and the second Steve can be found in my second memoir LORD WIND. 
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 Back at the apartment, I found Chas cooking up a storm. He showed me a small mattress 

that Ginger’s and his friend George had dropped off for me. I was hugely grateful for this 

kindness of a stranger and enjoyed a comfy night of sound sleep on it. In the morning Chas 

advised that he’d spend the day wrapping up the score for another play Ginger was going to 

direct called “Clown and Rose.” I made myself scarce. 

 With no musical talent or training, I deeply respected his composing work, even though 

I’d never heard anything of his played. Chas truly loved the music of Leonard Bernstein and 

lamented not being able to attend the performance of his “Mass” the past September at the 

opening of the Kennedy Center. He often listened to the Columbia recording of it, but being an 

aficionado of baroque, I wasn’t impressed by its modern style. Some years before, I’d seen the 

movie of “West Side Story” and certainly appreciated that, but Bernstein’s liturgical stuff just 

wasn’t my bag. Without comment, Chas accepted the fact that I was a musical philistine. 

 To leave Chas in creative peace I walked over to the 

Library of Congress, another favorite of mine, where in 

1969 I’d spent a week of splendid days working on the 

bibliography for my undead doctoral dissertation. The 

Main Reading Room was the most magnificent place I’d 

ever been. I spent some happy hours in its hallowed silence 

reading Russian poetry that had been unavailable for my 

course in Russian Decadence in Milwaukee. With this 

prodding, my muse stirred a bit, but I only managed a 

clumsy translation of a short piece by Balmont. 

 Sitting in the Reading Room under that grand dome, 

I imagined the glory of finding a job with the Library of 

Congress. While my dear Ken was studying Library 

Science right then at LSU, I personally only knew how to 

use a card catalog. Nevertheless, I resolved to look into 

some kind of employment there, even as a janitor, when I 

started job-seeking next week. Washington DC was so full 

of career opportunities, and for another long while I 

fantasized about possibilities, such as working for National 

Library of Congress, Main Reading Room Geographic or USIA, both quite reasonable aspirations.  
 

 In the later afternoon I wandered around the Supreme Court and the Capitol (neither of 

which held a candle to the glorious Reading Room), and wound up sitting on the East Porch with 

a long view down the Mall to the Lincoln Memorial. Reveling in the feeling of actually being in 

Washington DC again and in wild optimism for a fantastic future, I did a dance of jubilation. 

Nearby tourists got a dose of my spontaneous, perhaps insane, performance art. 

 Ginger had us over to her house on Constitution Avenue that evening for dinner with 

George, the generous donor of my mattress. A pleasant short, round fellow with hair shorter but 

wilder than mine, George was a professor of Spanish Literature at American University and a 

heavy drinker, already drunk before dinner. As evidenced by her involvement with composer 

Chas, Ginger was a theater director and impresario, but she made her living as a chemist with the 

FBI. I doubt she was joking when she told us with chagrin that most of her work there was 

analyzing the contents of ashtrays. As a pot-smoker, I found this proximity to the long arm of the 

law disconcerting, but Ginger thought the new prohibition just plain stupid. 

# 
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 For the upcoming Memorial Day Weekend, I’d hoped there’d be a big parade, but at 

Ginger’s dinner George advised that they usually only did some military folderol over at the 

National Cemetery. So I’d have to make do with it being the start of summer, which was a grand 

thing in and of itself. Ginger told us we’d just missed a big peace march the past Sunday with 

maybe 10,000 people in it. She consoled my disappointment with prospects of a big to-do soon 

on the Mall for Fourth of July. George commented woozily that in DC somebody was always 

celebrating or protesting something. 

 To celebrate the holiday, Chas and I went out on Friday evening to the Lost & Found. 

Even for someone like us used to the dense crowds of Mardi Gras, the crush in the “super-bar” 

was boggling. Shoulder-to-shoulder gays everywhere, some even with other body parts in close 

contact. They were all so clean-cut that I felt acutely embarrassed by my dishevelment—for 

about two minutes. If they didn’t like the way I looked, that was their problem, not mine.  

 I was at the Lost & Found to dance, which I did with abandon, Chas, and other willing 

but mostly unattractive partners. I had no problem with unattractive. Not looking for another*, I 

just needed somebody to dance with me, look however he did. While I stuck with my innocent 

Coke (not knowing as I now do how awful it is for one), Chas, as was his wont, had several gins 

avec tonic and got almost as drunk as George the other night.  

 For a holiday getaway, Ginger and George took us out into the country—up the Potomac 

to a park called Great Falls. I’d seen a few waterfalls in California and Washington and thought 

these falls were a sarcastic over-statement—an indeed monstrous rapids, with huge granite 

boulders and drops of several feet here and there, but nothing to ooh and aah over. Still, for the 

East Coast, the Great Falls of the Potomac were a valiant attempt at a natural wonder.  

 On a high overlook with a broad view of the river splashing and roiling below, we 

picnicked with three bottles of wine split among the three others. I got the impression that DC 

might be an even more alcoholic city than New Orleans, if such were possible. After much 

hilarious chatter, I drove us home through city traffic trying to follow the confused directions of 

my inebriated passengers. Driving the GW Parkway and through Georgetown and the Northwest 

quadrant, I started to understand the geography of the District, learning my new home. 

         Back at 6th Street, Chas lay down for a sodden 

nap, and I relaxed with a welcome joint to take the 

edge off my traffic stress and put the day into a better 

perspective. Thus inspired, I went out to wander 

some more streets on the Hill and lust after all the 

wonderful houses.  

         Finding myself in this beautiful new world, my 

nesting instinct ran hog wild. I wanted my own place, 

my very own house, so bad I could taste it. Every 

arched window, peaked roof and ornamental detail 

tantalized me with promises of homely security and 

comfort. As soon as I got a good job and made some 

money, first thing I’d buy a little Victorian house. In 

their dilapidated condition then, the pretty old houses 

weren’t expensive at all. I’d be able to accumulate a  

      Capitol Hill Row Houses (nowadays)             down-payment in nothing flat. 

# 

 
* This is a line in a Leonard Cohen song “That’s No Way to Say Goodbye,” a frequent refrain in LORD WIND. 
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 With the long holiday weekend I didn’t have to give thought one to looking for a job yet. 

Saturday and Sunday nights were again at the Lost & Found. Chas joined me on Saturday night, 

but on Sunday he stayed home to start on a Kyrie for his Mass. Even with my freaky long hair, it 

was easy to be anonymous in the enormous well-groomed crowds, just another gyrating, sweaty 

dancer. “Not looking for another” freed me to move as wildly as I wanted and leave the cruising 

to everybody else. The still sober, exhausted walks home were a celebration of their own. 

 On Sunday Chas finally got in touch with his old friend and lover John from music 

school at LSU who lived just a few blocks down 6th Street. He found out that John, a sergeant in 

the Marine Corps, would be conducting their band for a concert in Lafayette Square on Monday 

afternoon. Being in the crowd there in front of the White House for their program of patriotic 

songs and Sousa marches almost made up for no parade. John, an imposing round-faced officer 

in his uniform, invited Chas and me back to his grand house for a reception after the concert.  

 In the midst of all the military and socio-political types at the reception, I felt fairly much 

a fish out of water, but the people were interested that I was a Slavic scholar. Myself, I was 

fascinated by John’s lovely Victorian house and by his fixation on Napoleon, including several 

paintings and a marble bust of the Emperor. At the time I wondered how he managed being in 

the Marines and gay, but it was apparently what we’d much later call “Don’t ask—don’t tell.”  

 Come Tuesday, it was time to buckle down to my task at hand, finding a job. I made a list 

of places to check out, first and foremost the dozen or so colleges and universities in the District. 

The week was spent haunting appropriate departments of the American, George Washington, and 

Georgetown Universities. I even tried the black Howard and deaf Gallaudet Universities, though 

I couldn’t imagine teaching Russian to the deaf. By Friday afternoon I was desperate enough to 

try even the Catholic University of America. Obviously, I wasn’t a hot academic property.      

  Come Friday evening, I was back at the Lost & Found to dance off my lack of academic 

hotness and succeeded splendidly. After all, I hadn’t really believed I’d ever find a way back into 

teaching. When a cute guy with blond hair even longer than mine started dancing with me, I 

really cut loose, dancing out new futures for myself as famous writer, important diplomat, 

government official, or big-time politician.  

 Beaming at me, my beautiful dance partner matched my exuberance perfectly. Eventually 

we fell into a hug that led to shouted conversation. To my endeared amusement, I learned that he 

called himself Gypsy, an art student from Ohio in town for the weekend. Gypsy was thrilled that 

as soon as he walked into the bar, he’d seen me out on the dance floor and known I was the one. 

I didn’t have to ask which one, and both flattered and flustered, I invited him home with me to 

my little mattress on the floor halfway under the piano. 

 I have to say Gypsy was unlike anybody I’d ever met before, much less made love with. 

There was nothing at all gay or femme, about his mannerisms or gestures—his face was square 

and strong-jawed, and the blond locks made him look like a heroic Siegfried. But that said, 

Gypsy had about him all the energy and presence of a charismatic, seductive, affectionate, and 

powerful, woman. I do believe my dance partner truly was an androgyne. Fortunately, Gypsy 

also had about him all the equipment of a gentle, assertive, and accepting man.  

 Gypsy stayed with me (and Chas) till Monday morning, and he and I played exuberantly 

with each other’s privates. Those private times came too rarely between sight-seeing (his very 

first time in DC), superb meals by chef Chas, and evenings out dancing. Chas too was enchanted 

by Gypsy’s androgyny. Now no offense to any sexual minority, but I’ve never again met such a 

woman in man’s person. Nowadays would we call Gypsy non-binary?  

# 
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 All that week of June, discouraged by the poor response from academia, I pursued my 

first strategy in New Orleans: hotels. There were scads of fancier places in DC than the good old 

Monteleone in the French Quarter. I figured I ought to just start some basic job to get money and 

time to look for something more professional. Forget the list of hotels I hit up. The response 

from the hospitality industry was marginally warm but just as impenetrable. After a Friday 

afternoon meeting with a great hotel’s management and news of no openings, the personable 

woman confidentially advised me I’d never get a job anywhere until I got a haircut.  

 For the past weeks, I’d been ignoring it, but the message now came in loud and clear. If 

you move here, you’ve got to fit into DC’s style—become one of the clean-cut types at the L&F. 

That Saturday Ginger confirmed the wisdom of this message and supplied a young Figaro of her 

acquaintance to shear me for the small price of a great dinner by chef Chas.  

 On Sunday evening Emerson came to 6th Street with his comb and scissors, appearing in 

the basement door in a T-shirt looking like Stanley Kowalski (Marlon Brando) in “Streetcar 

Named Desire.” I blanched. To earn his dinner, Emerson set to my shag with flashing scissors 

and charming tonsorial chatter. I wistfully watched my locks fall and hoped maybe it wouldn’t 

be all that awful being normal. Surveying his handiwork, Emerson brightly said now I was a real 

handsome hunk, and looking in the mirror, I believed him.  

 The dinner Chas made us was special:  lamb chops and mint jelly, two kinds of gussied-

up vegetables with salad, and Peach Melba for dessert. Emerson was as charming at table as at 

chair, and while chewing, he and I carried on an intimate visual conversation as well. After our 

dessert I told Chas that now I owed him a haircut, and then I visually offered Emerson a large tip 

for his excellent services, which he didn’t decline. Chas said he’d take up my offer tomorrow, 

but this evening he’d go over to Ginger’s for drinks.  

 Probably not his original plan, but it meant the piano was quiet over our heads when I 

slipped Emerson the promised tip. Actually it was I who got largely tipped. While he was 

fucking me from behind and beneath—with enormous expertise—with no external assistance, I 

shot off up to the bottom of the piano. (At thirty, I was still young enough for such feats.)  

 After that Emerson and I saw each other off and on for sex or dancing, and meanwhile I 

got affectionate letters from Gypsy over the next few weeks. In a cute card, he wrote, “Well, I 

have finally ‘did it.’ I cut my hair into a New Yorker. I really love it. It’s all short and combed 

back. You can even see my ears.” That was a fine description of my new Emerson hairdo, but I 

couldn’t imagine precious Gypsy with short hair. 

 The following week I shifted my job-hunting focus to my earlier inspirations, feeling 

tremendously confident now that I looked so normal. First I laid siege to National Geographic in 

its huge building downtown. Three days went to appointments with various departments to no 

avail, except that the last guy finally steered me to their employment office, nowhere to be found 

on their building directory but hidden in the basement. Same story. 

 I attacked USIA on Thursday, winning two appointments with guys who interviewed me 

with identical questions and regrets. On Friday I infiltrated the State Department and took a 

written test of problems with proposed solutions; I was to choose one and defend my choice. 

Their proposals all being unrealistic and/or impossible, I proposed other solutions and rationales. 

Why try to defend indefensible notions? But then maybe that’s what politics is all about.  

 Next came a surprise test on simultaneous translation. I advised that I’d never done any 

and didn’t care to do any of that, so let’s not waste each other’s time. I wanted a job doing 

something positive and meaningful. Bidding them good day, I left neither richer nor poorer.  

# 
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 Battered but unbeaten, I naturally went out to the L&F that evening to display my new 

normalcy on the dance floor. Some dance partners recognized me without the shag and heartily 

approved of my new look, which appreciation helped me dance away the mental aches and pains 

of job-hunting. Other newer dance partners publicly displayed pubic interest, but so soon after 

Gypsy and Emerson, I just didn’t feel like being wooed—or screwed.  

 Saturday night was a different matter. When I was done dancing, I let a suave Spanish 

guy with a lovely accent take me to his apartment in Georgetown where I gave the gentleman 

rather more than he wanted. Sunday morning over breakfast he said I sure didn’t look thirty, 

more like mid-twenties, which made me quite happy, and then he called me a cab. I sure wish I 

could remember his name—we never saw each other again. 

 Monday I was back at it, this time aiming for the Library of Congress. They certainly 

would need janitors—or typists for library cards. I was a super typist… After an awed walk 

around admiring the incredible detail and statuary again, I easily found their Employment Office. 

On their bulletin board was an opening for Research Analyst requiring fluency in Russian—

which was closing that very day. They had me fill out an application, and I’d hear from them 

tomorrow if they were interested in interviewing me. 

 Tuesday morning, as promised, I cut Chas’s then dark hair with nail scissors, attempting 

Emerson’s flair. He wound up looking kempt enough for a composer. While Chas noodled on the 

piano, I sat beside the phone—reading, writing ridiculous poems about nothing in particular, and 

dozing. It finally rang around eleven with news of whom I should come see at 2:30.  

 The woman I met said they’d found me very interesting, and she’d kindly arranged for 

me to see a Mr. Burgess at eleven o’clock on Thursday morning the 22nd. The position was with 

the Federal Research Division, which I’d never heard of it, but what the hell! I got a bite! 

Leaving the Library afterwards, I danced silly-nilly down the sidewalk with virtual wings on my 

heels, and at home Chas broke out the gin for a toast to Federal Research, whatever that was. 

 Now I’ve got to back up and tell you about the early morning when I was walking around 

lusting after houses. It turned out to be trash pick-up day. Beside their garbage cans, folks had 

thrown out piles of stuff, some still in fine shape, and even antique furniture—cleaning the 

places out for new occupancy and disdaining anything old. With two pick-ups a week, I soon 

rescued an apartment full of furniture for Chas, including the table and chairs for that dinner with 

Emerson, an Eastlake dresser, fancy chairs and floor lamps, and two elegant wall mirrors.  

 This Wednesday’s early-morning haul was a great carpet for the living room, maybe 

Chinese? Then later that morning we heard on the radio that a hurricane named Agnes was 

roaring across the Carolinas and would get to town that night with torrential downpours. Chas 

and I groaned about not escaping hurricane season after all. Here the very first storm had chased 

us to DC. (Agnes was, of course, old Lord Wind in drag again just dropping by to say hi.*) 

 Our best guess was there’d be flooding, even on Capitol Hill, especially in our basement 

apartment, and we stacked all we could high up on the kitchen counters. Chas’s mattress got 

rolled up on top of his piano with our new-old rug and mine climbed up on the dining table. The 

art nouveau love-seat stood on end on the stove, clothes got stuffed in upper cabinets, and I piled 

my treasured Doré folios** on the refrigerator. All we could do done, Chas skipped out to spend 

the storm on Ginger’s second floor, and they’d plan the score for another play she had in mind. 

 Agnes poured down our steps, and her spray out from under the door soon disappeared 

underwater. By morning, the flood came half-way up the legs of my table and the piano. 

# 
* See LORD WIND for the Lord’s coming ashore the year before in New Orleans as Hurricane Edith. 

* See THERE WAS A SHIP for the start of my huge collection, since donated to the University of Kansas Library. 
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 While bailing out the apartment. I was amazed there was no floor drain. I stood knee-

deep in the stairwell and bailed with a bucket for hours. Dumping slopping loads of Agnes out 

into the street, I wondered why no one else on the block was doing so. Quite early on the phone 

had rung, and I learned that my appointment with Mr. Burgess was postponed till tomorrow, 

Friday, leaving me free on bail, so to speak. Chas waded around with a cookpot bailing into the 

kitchen sink and did his Shirley Temple singing “On the Good Ship Lollipop.”  

 In a few hours when we’d lowered our flood by almost a foot, Chas and I sloshed over to 

a Chinese place on East Capitol for lunch. At home, we found the landlord there with a big pump 

spewing Agnes out into the street. He apologized for not having fixed the floor drain back behind 

the bathtub. After he’d pumped out the last inches of the stormy lady, we started wiping down/up 

and drying off, a couple more hours that finished wearing us to a frazzle.  

 Between a nap and a good night’s sleep, I was fresh and ready for my meeting at eleven a 

few blocks down Constitution from Ginger’s. Mr. Burgess, a guy with sad but kindly blue eyes, 

said it was great I knew so many Slavic languages besides Russian and described the duties of a 

Research Analyst:  screen the press of the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe on classified 

subjects. I was cool for Polish, Ukrainian, Czech, etc., but would also have to use my German, 

brush up my Bulgarian, and learn Romanian. I refused to do Hungarian. He explained that the 

Division did work for the Department of Defense, and I’d have to get a security clearance. 

 With deep misgiving, I went to Defense that afternoon and interviewed with one of them 

and a guy from the FBI. They grilled me about “social” involvements in organizations and 

groups, as well as about my political opinions, of which I had few. Then the FBI asked if I had 

anything, you know, embarrassing that could be used to blackmail me. I said if he was talking 

about me being gay, no, no problem. Common knowledge—even my ex-wife… A moot point…  

 They called Mr. Burgess and advised him I’d been cleared. My new boss asked me to 

start work on Monday, July 24, at a salary of $13,996—$2,000 more than teaching! On the long 

walk home my exuberance soon got me over the aggravation of waiting a month to start the job. 

At home Chas poured more toasts to Federal Research—and to learning Romanian.  

 After a weekend of delirious dancing in celebration of my success, on Monday I dropped 

by the LOC Employment Office to thank the nice woman there for her help. She was surprised 

and pleased to see me. Then, simply curious about what might have come up in past days, 

checked out the bulletin board. There was a new posting up for a Music Reference Specialist, 

which read like a description of Chas, and I picked up a copy of it and an application form.  

 As usual, Chas was at the piano working on some piece of his Mass, and I handed him 

the papers with orders to apply. Initially, he was skeptical, but on reading the posting, he got 

carefully excited about the opportunity. I left him to carry out my order and wandered the streets 

again fantasizing about nabbing a sweet little Victorian for me, myself, and I.  

 With no immediate goals to work toward, my four weeks employed but not working were 

an idle, contented blur, often dancing and occasionally screwing with Emerson. I’m sure the 

fireworks on the Fourth of July were lovely… In the heavy heat of the DC summer (downright 

balmy compared to New Orleans), I borrowed friend George’s bicycle and gaily pedaled all over 

my new home learning its layout. I loved how the elegant state avenues ran at odd angles and 

intersected at circles with monuments. Rock Creek Park was a joy, and the grand mansions…  

 Chas soon got hired on at the Library and started the week before me. And just then 

George invited me to housesit for him for six weeks. He was going on a trip to Spain for the rest 

of the summer. I accepted in a heartbeat. 

### 


